
Notes on sustainable pricing for___________________________

1. COMPANY RELATED ELEMENTS

a. Business model, earnings logic, profitability objectives

b. Cost structure

c. Service production processes

d. Character of tourism products

2. CUSTOMER / CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP RELATED ELEMENTS

a. Different customer groups and consumer behaviour

b. Network



3. OPERATING ENVIRONMENT RELATED ELEMENTS
a. Changes in the operating environment

b. Demand / number of customers

c. Competition

d. Cost and price development of resources

e. Seasonal rates

f. Legislation

FURTHER NOTES
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	Demand: 
	Competition: Competition influences the maximum price for which a product can be sold. You might be able to charge a premium price for new or unique offerings especially if they are difficult for competitors to imitate. Competing with price eats profitability. Invest in customer value, service quality, differentiation and uniqueness instead. 
	Cost and price development: 
	Seasonal rates: NOTICE: Dynamic pricing means that higher prices are charged during the peak season, or during special-event periods. In the off-season, only the operating costs of the establishment might be covered. 
	Legislation: 
	Further notes: 
	Company: 
	Business model, earnings logic, profitability: 
	Cost structrure: Fixed costs occur regardless of the sales volume. Rent, interest expenses and property taxes are examples of fixed costs. They are difficult to allocate them in single products, but they should be included in the pricing.  Variable costs vary according to volume. Remember also commissions, handling fees and other distribution costs, taxes.  Some expenses, such as utilities and salaries, have both a fixed and variable component.  
	Service production: Own production versus subcontracting  
	Character of tourism products: Product / service / memorable experience  Single tourism products or product packages? NOTICE: Consumers expect that a higher price signals a higher quality.  What is the brand image of the tourism product, the company and the destination? 
	Customer groups: Who are your target customers and how do they affect pricing?  Do you offer different prices to different visitor segments (e.g. seniors, children)? Customer value = what a product or service is worth to a customer compared to possible alternatives.  The price of your product should reflect the assumptions you make about your ideal visitor. Some visitors identify price as an important indicator of quality; i.e., “you get what you pay for.”  
	Operating environment: locally, regionally, nationally and globally
	Network: Co-operative partners, subcontractors, intermediaries (tourism operators, incentive houses), other stakeholders – who are they?


